SUMMER 2015 Research Opportunities for Pre-College Students

North Carolina State University, Washington University in St. Louis, University of Vermont, National Center for Atmospheric Research, and University of Texas, El Paso

Application Materials:
Resume, Essay, Academic Transcript, Health Insurance Certification, Letters of Recommendation: One letter of recommendation from a math, science or computer teacher, or from the school director and one letter of recommendation from the Saturday Academy mentor and the Research Posters.

Selection Process:
Selection will be based upon the candidate’s:
- Interest in Science, Mathematics and Engineering
- Academic grades
- Recommendations letters

Requirements:
U.S. Citizen or Permanent Resident
Must have participated in a previous Saturday Academy program and/or currently be enrolled in the Spring 2014 Saturday Academy.
Student must be in 11th or 12th grade and at least 16 years of age
GPA ≥ 3.30 at the time of the application.
Fluent in English

Benefits:
Travel cost and housing

Please submit the application at http://www.suagm.edu/umet/im/application_summer.asp and the documents to precollegeinternship@gmail.com

For more information please contact: Wanda I. Rodríguez Lugo, Coordinator AGMUS Institute of Mathematics
Email: um_wrodrigu@suagm.edu 787-766-1717 ext. 6009